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Position the project in the international context. This work participates to the current international 
effort to build a synthetic cell, ie to assemble a living cell from scratch with a minimal set of elementary 
components. The aim is to understand the building blocks of life, and later to develop new therapeutic 
agents and manufacture living materials. Several consortia have been developed in various countries 
to reach this challenging goal (BaSyc (NL), MaxSynBio (DE), Build-a-cell (USA)) but not in France where 
this field is not specifically supported. 
 
Aim and questions. The core elements ensuring that a system is alive are: energy production 
(photosynthesis, metabolism) and component self-renewal (protein expression and degradation) (1). 
Such a system can acquire several sets of secondary properties that are also characteristics of living 
cells, such as proliferation/evolution, sensing/moving, association/differentiation (2). The 
Cytomorpholab works on the sensing/moving module. In cells, it is largely based on the polarization of 
cytoskeleton networks (3). The position of the MicroTubule-Organizing Center (MTOC) is a clear 
readout of cell polarity (4). It reflects the cellular process of signal sensation and response by internal 
reorganization with respect to signal localization (5). MTOC can be found at the cell center, but also at 
the periphery of highly polarized cells (6). Intermediate states  (see figure below) are rarely observed. 
How does this sharp transition from centering to off-centering happen? What does ensure the 
robustness of these two extreme phenotypes? In between, the cell is sensitive and reactive to small 
changes in parameters that still need to be identified. What is the physical process supporting such a 
sharp transition?  

 
Different step in the thesis. To address these questions, during the thesis, we will investigate the 
transition based on forces produced by molecular motors. Here the aim is to investigate the role of 
minus or plus end-directed molecular motors (kinesin or dyneins) producing respectively pulling or 
pushing forces all along the length of microtubules.

  
 



Experiments: While the role of minus end-directed motors on aster centering is well established in 
vivo (7) it has not been yet investigated in reconstituted assay. In our preliminary experiments, we 
managed to graft either plus or minus end-directed motors on lipid bilayers. Motors act on dynamic 
microtubules attached to artificial MTOCs or purified centrosomes (not shown), reorganize the aster 
and control its position (see figure above). In another set of experiments (not shown) we managed to 
micropattern the lipid bilayer in conditions that maintain lipid diffusion. Our plan is to: 1) first test the 
role of micropatterned distributions of plus and minus-end motors on aster position and 2) to 
investigate the effect of their ratio during positioning. We wonder how the aster will transit from the 
expected centering in response to minus-end directed motors to the off-centering due to plus-end 
motors. Numerical simulations suggested that the transition should be linear. 
Modeling: Simple tug-of-war of plus and minus end directed motors pulling on a microtubule led to a 
linear change of aster position according to the concentration ratio of the two types of motors. Here 
we will study whether possible biphasic force relationship with motor concentration (8) and the effects 
of cooperativity of motors (9), as well as their elastic coupling when attached to soft materials (10) 
may enforce a non-linear relationship and lead to a sharp transition in aster position. 
 
Resource Requirement. All the necessary proteins for the project are produced in the 
cytomorpholab or obtained from collaborators (notably Sam Reck-Peterson, UCSD). We have 
obtained some very interesting preliminary data about the movement of artificiel centrosome by 
molecular motors (figure above), so it is a perfect timing to start a PhD on this topic. 
 
Collaboration. We will collaborate with Jean-François Joanny (Prof College de France, CNRS silver 
Medal) for the modeling part. He is internationally recognized with Jacques Prost and Franck Julicher 
for their formulation of the concept of active gel and its application to cytoskeleton networks. 
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